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Civilians work with mechs everyday. Mechs represent 
versatile machines that can fill multiple roles. They are 
utilized most when heavy objects require moving, large 
objects need assembling or vast areas require clearing 
especially on offworld colonies and new construction and 
mining operations. Mechs can do the job of many special-
ized machines and still pick up a sizable weapon and  
defend the construction or colony from pirates and other 
hostile agents.  

Qualifications: Int 4+ 
If you are aged 28 or more: -4 DM 
-1 DM per previous career. 
Assignments 
• Colony Operations: You travel with colonists to 

transform an area worthy of habitation from rustic 
lands to planets ideal for new settlement and  
construction. You level the ground, clear brush and 
unwanted plant life, and alter the landscape to make 
irrigation easier, all without damaging the planet’s 
ecosystem ... much.  

• Construction: You erect and maintain buildings sev-
eral stories off the ground from inside your machine. 
You can place defensive structures and build dams, 
bridges and other mega-structures.  

• Miner: You move enormous quantities of dirt to get at 
the minerals underneath. You use a combination of 
tiny machines and sensors that can probe the depths 
to determine the best route and large mechs to han-
dle the heavy lifting of both dirt and ore. For those 
stubborn, you are skilled in the use of just the right 
amount of explosives. 

 

Roll Personal Development Service Skills Advanced Education (Minimum Edu 10) 
1 +1 Int Admin Computers 
2 +1 Edu Comms Art (any) 
3 Gambler Remote Operations Language (any) 
4 Computers Driver (walker) Medic 
5 Athletics (any) Sensors Gunner (turret) 
6 Jack of all Trades Mechanic Zero-G 
    
Roll Specialist: Colony Operations Specialist: Construction Specialist: Miner 
1 Comms Combat Engineer (any) Sensors 
2 Driver (walker) Zero-G Explosives 
3 Sensors Driver (walker) Space Sciences (planetology) 
4 Space Sciences (planetology) Trade (space construction) Remote Operations 
5 Trade (civil engineering) Sensors Driver (walker) 
6 Jack of all Trades Engineer (any) Mechanic 

CIVILIAN MECH CREW 

  Survival Advancement 
Colony Operations Int 5+ Edu 7+ 
Construction Dex 4+ Int 8+ 
Miner Int 4+ Int 8+ 

RANKS AND BENEFITS 

SKILLS AND TRAINING 

CAREER PROGRESS 

Rank Colony Operations    Construction    Miner   
0         
1   Space Sciences 

(planetology) 1 
        Mechanic 1 

2 Frontier Specialist   Specialist     
3 Colony Coordinator Broker 1    Mechanic 1  Manager   
4  Admin 1  Group Leader Admin 1   Engineer 1 
5             Admin 
6 Colony Supervisor Diplomat 1  Foreman Streetwise 1  Director Space Sciences 

(planetology) 1 
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MISHAPS 

EVENTS 

MUSTERING OUT BENEFITS 
Roll Cash Other Benefits 
1 - +1 Intellence 
2 - +1 Education 
3 5,000 +1 Social 
4 10,000 Contact 
5 10,000 Ally 
6 12,000 1 Ship Share 
7 15,000 Mech 

2d6 Events 
2 Disaster! Roll on the mishap table, but you are not ejected from this career. 
3 You smuggle some valuable minerals into your mech's cargo hold while no one was looking. Gain a +1 DM to 

your Benefits roll for this term. 
4 A boring day job allows you to pursue hobbies. Gain either Art (any) 1, Athletics (any) 1, Carouse 1, Gambler 1, 

or Language 1. 
5 An assignment requires specialized skills and the company pays for the training. Gain either Medic 1, Pilot (any) 

1, Physical Sciences (any) 1, Seafarer (any) 1, or Steward 1. 
6 Your job requires work in harsh climates. Roll End 7+ to see if you can take the weather conditions. If you fail, 

roll on the Injury table. Gain Medic 1 or Survival 1 regardless of the outcome. 
7 Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table. 
8 Your duties require that you transport items to and from your work site. Gain Driver (wheeled) 1. 
9 You discover your company is breaking a number of local laws. If you turn them in, your company must pay a 

number of fines. Gain an Ally in the law enforcement office and a -1 DM to your Benefits roll for this term. If you 
tell the company you will keep silent, your company puts you on a fast track to a higher position. Gain a +2 DM 
to your next Advancement check. 

10 A recently fired co-worker comes to your location and begins firing weapons. You are in your mech when this 
happens and attempt to stop the assault. Roll Driver (walker) 8+ to see if you step on her with your mech's foot. 
If you succeed, gain Soc +1. If you fail, gain a +1 DM to your next Advancement roll for attempting to stop the 
attack and roll on the Injury Table.  

11 Your hard work saved your company considerable time and money. Gain a +1 DM to your next Advancement 
roll. 

12 You perform your job well and work with your superiors to increase productivity. Gain an automatic  
Advancement. 

1d6 Mishap 
1 Injured. Roll on the Injury table. 
2 You made a mistake in your work causing the deaths of a dozen crew members. You are fired and sued. Take a 

-1 DM on all Benefits rolls from this career. 
3 You mention to a journalist how your company has caused significant environmental problems. Gain the  

journalist as a Contact. 
4 A bad economy forces your company to layoff workers. Gain a Benefits roll (cash only) but only keep half of it.  
5 You tell your boss's boss how you could do your job much more efficiently without your boss's assistance. You 

are an automatic Advancement while your old boss sabotages your new career.  
6 Your company merged with another company and redundancies are being eliminated. You anticipate your  

position is next. Gain Deception 1 and a Benefits roll for this term (Other Benefits only). 


